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WEIGHT, WHAT?  

NEUROSCIENTIST SAYS GIVE A FLUFF SO KIDS FEEL/SLEEP 

BETTER AT HOME & AWAY WITH FLUFFYWEIGHT CAT, DOG 
 

Portland, OR (March 21, 2023) – When a child reaches for their favorite stuffy, their world just feels better.  

But some children (and kidults), perhaps dealing with neurodivergent attributes (anxiety, ADHD or autism or 

sensory processing disorders) need a bit more heft to their toy. Say hello to FluffyWeight weighted Cat, Dog 

($78) and FluffyWeight Puppy ($48). Parents who gave a fluff reported fewer child meltdowns, smoother 

bedtimes and overall wellbeing in the house and on the run in a scientific study coast to coast!  

 

“FluffyWeight is a super-soothing, safe and effective therapeutically weighted stuffed animal designed under 

the guidance of occupational therapists,” explains FluffyWeight inventor Elena Foley, “to effectively ease 

anxiety and shorten sensory meltdowns. Kids and adults alike love FluffyWeight's snuggly cozy body and big 

fluffy paws that embrace you with a calming, comforting full-body hug that's been proven to work.” 

 

The proof is published on FluffyWeight’s informative website, 

FluffyWeight.com. Last year neuroscientist Dr. Cindy Hovington 

ran a 4-week experimental focus group of parents of children with 

anxiety or sensory challenges, living across the United States. What 

she found was children interacting with FluffyWeight noted an 

improvement in easing anxiety, promoting calm, making bedtime 

easier, child falling asleep faster and meltdowns melting away! 

 

Problem solving plush like FluffyWeights are trending in the toy 

industry reports Azhelle Wade, The Toy Coach in her February 

2023 interview for Toy-Times Magazine. “There’s an emerging 

subcategory breaking into the toy aisle that’s the complete opposite 

of fidget toys. They’re called Wellness & Comfort toys.” She 

explains, “…since the return to in person lifestyles post pandemic, a 

new function of plush has emerged, and that function is wellness and comfort. In our fast-paced world with an 

overwhelming acceptance of screens and technology, kids and adults are feeling more anxious than ever, and 

the toy industry is coming to answer the call. Comfort & Wellness toys are designed to give our senses a break, 

instead of finding ways to overstimulate or overload them with features and gadgets. Comfort and wellness toys 

are often marketed to help us feel better, sleep better, and even boost our moods.” 

 

Foley gets credit for being first in the toy market with her ah-ha concept of weighted stuffed animals in 4th 

Quarter 2020 when she launched a successful Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign. Although her official launch 

was delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, she is most proud that FluffyWeight plush pals are heavier (!) 

than today’s weighted stuffed animal competitors, making them therapeutically weighted. 

 

Meow or Woof? 

In addition to being so darn cute with Cat’s fluffy mane and puffy tail or Dog’s soft floppy ears, each stuffed 

animal is engineered to weigh about 10% of a child’s bodyweight. FluffyWeight Cat is 5.5 pounds and stretches      



 

22” inches long from whiskers to tail. Dog also weighs in at 5.5 pounds and runs 22” long from snout to tactile 

tail. Mini size Puppy tips the scales at 3 pounds and measures 16.5” inches from its black nose to its white back 

paws. Their heft provides deep pressure input -- scientifically proven to result in a calmer nervous system. 

 

While FluffyWeight and weighted blankets work using the same scientific principles, FluffyWeight is soft to 

cuddle and more fun for kids to play with. This means they will be more likely to use FluffyWeight and have a 

greater chance to experience the calming benefits. FluffyWeight doesn't get as hot as a weighted blanket and,  

naturally, are easier to take along in the car, through the airport or to a neighbor’s house.  

 

Practical and Plastic Free 

FluffyWeight comes with an easily removable machine washable cover. Its body is sewn with reinforced  

stitching so it will stand up to wear and tear over time. Instead of plastic poly-pellets or tiny glass beads like 

most weighted objects on the market, FluffyWeight Cat, 

Dog and Puppy are filled with 100% pure natural latex 

foam. Latex is an organic material, is naturally heavy, 

and is resistant to allergens such as dust and mold. The 

latex is completely contained within its own lining, 

making it both safe and durable. It is often used to make 

hypo-allergenic mattresses and pillows. That means Cat, 

Dog and Puppy will keep its fluffy, springy texture 

forever.  

 

So tell the kids it is okay to drag their FluffyWeight by 

the tail or ears, toss it in the air, ride it like a horse, and snuggle it every day. It was built to go the distance.  

 

Safety Above All Else! 

As a mom who designed FluffyWeight for her own kids, inventor Foley knew the product had to be safe above 

all else. She worked with a plush safety expert Rosie Alonso of Play it Safe Consulting to ensure the 

FluffyWeight design is safe for children, and she did so from the beginning stages of design, not just at the end 

with safety certification. FluffyWeight is lab-tested and certified to meet or exceed all US safety standards. 

Specifically, in compliance with US ASTM F963-17. Most weighted therapy objects are made with small 

plastic or glass beads, both of which can pose a choking hazard. FluffyWeight is made without plastic, has no 

small external parts, and its interior is double lined for safety. The filler itself is made out of latex -- a natural 

organic compound made from rubber trees. 

 

Thank You Notes 

You know you have a great product when moms write or text in with a big thank you and a relieved smile. 

 

“We love our FluffyWeight! Our 11-year-old daughter has slept with it each and EVERY night since she 

received it several months ago.  We tried various weighted blankets & toys over the years…nothing compares 

to her beloved FluffyWeight. I only wish we had discovered something this helpful (and adorable) sooner in our 

journey.  The quality is exceptional - so soft and the perfect weight - not to mention it’s adorable. I have 

recommended to many friends and will continue to do so. Thank you!” -- Carynne D. 

 

"FluffyWeight is our first weighted item. I wasn’t sure what to expect or how my child would respond. My 

daughter has a difficult time with transitions -- will only cooperate for diaper changes when she’s on top of 

Fluffy. Diaper changes used to be horrible struggle in my house. This has been a relief and I would recommend 

it to anyone who has a child with anxiety during transition times." -- Brittany, mom of a 3-year-old 

 

"My son immediately loved his FluffyWeight! Not only is it one of his favorite stuffed animals (and he has a 

lot), but it is more than just a stuffed animal. We noticed a drastic difference in our son's ability to calm down 



 

easily at bedtime, and his ability to sleep through the night once he started sleeping with his FluffyWeight… 

His older brother begs for a turn to sleep with the fluffy weight too. Not only are bedtimes more calm and 

peaceful because of FluffyWeight, but so is our home!" -- Janelle, mom of a 6-year-old 

 

As their motto says: Science backed. Mom created. Therapist approved. Kid adored. Order FluffyWeight online 

at www.FluffyWeight.com. Join their newsletter and receive a $10 off coupon on the first order! 

 

FluffyWeight Cat • 2 and up • $78 

Who can resist the heart-shaped nose, whiskers and bright eyes? Meow! 

FluffyWeight weighted plush are safe, effective and forever snuggable. Better yet, 

their outer cover is removable and machine washable because mess (and barf) 

happens! Turquoise cat has big white paws, premium soft “fur” and is resistant to 

allergens like dust and mold. Each plush pal is filled with 100% certified natural 

latex foam. Measures 22” long and 5.5 pounds. 

 

FluffyWeight Dog • 2 and up • $78 

The FluffyWeight Dog is a super-soothing, safe and 

effective therapeutically weighted stuffed animal designed  

to ease anxiety and shorten sensory meltdowns. Its large cozy body and 

big fluffy paws embrace kids and adults alike with a calming, comforting 

hug proven to reduce stress. Its golden coat with white ears and paws 

measures 29” long nose to tail and weighs 5.5 pounds. Stroke its tail for 

extra tactile play. 

 

FuffyWeight Mini Puppy • 2 and up • $48 

Smaller children or on-the-go snuggles are ideal for Puppy. Like all 

FluffyWeight plush pals, this mini version pup is plastic free and has 

naturally weighted filling throughout the whole body. Don’t tell the kids 

but Cat, Dog and Puppy have an easily zipped “skin” to toss in the wash 

and return clean, soft and snuggly. Approximately 3 pounds and 16.5” long. 

 

Look for the tag around Cat’s collar or on Dog/Puppy’s ear for a poem to welcome its new owner. Follow the 

adventures of FluffyWeight Cat, Dog and Puppy on Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and see what’s new in the 

toy aisle. 

 

ABOUT FLUFFYWEIGHT 

Based in Portland, OR, one question the family-run toy company always hears is what makes FluffyWeight 

special?  If you or someone you love has sensory challenges or anxiety, you know how difficult it can be. You 

know that a sensory meltdown is tough on the person having one, tough on caregivers, and can steal hours from 

an otherwise happy day. And you know that a tool that can truly effectively soothe is life changing. 

FluffyWeight understands this all too well. As a family with its own sensory challenges, the plush maker 

intentionally selected everything about FluffyWeight to create an almost magical combination of effectiveness 

and lovability. From the very start of development, prototypes were tested in the homes of kids and adults with 

challenges such as ADHD, autism, sensory processing, anxiety, or were generally considered highly sensitive. 

The concept was modified again and again to assure carefully picked materials were sensory-friendly. The outer 

fabric is super soft and cozy, while the interior is naturally weighted to a therapeutic level with a soft latex foam 

that feels more like a soothing hug. Discover the amazing benefits of giving a fluff at www.FluffyWeight.com. 

 

  

https://fluffyweight.com/pages/faq#faqs-ef6fad1f-144c-4659-9a1b-8dd761f5124f
https://fluffyweight.com/pages/faq#faqs-ef6fad1f-144c-4659-9a1b-8dd761f5124f
http://www.fluffyweight.com/


 

Hi Linda, 

 

I wanted to reach out and introduce myself. My name is Elena, and I'm the founder of FluffyWeight weighted 

stuffed animals based nearby in Portland. You may have seen my products on display with Lisa Orman of 
Kidstuff PR on the ASTRA Toy Boat cruise.  
 

Our customers have given our weighted stuffed animals nothing short of excellent 5-star reviews. I know there 

are other weighted stuffed animals newly on the market, but ours are unique in that they are effectively a 

"prescription-strength" size & weight, without looking like they are a therapy device. 

That means we have the credibility to serve a sensory audience but with broader 

market appeal. It's something my customers have said they can't find anywhere else.  

 

Here is a little bit more about us: https://kidstuffpr.com/portfolio/fluffyweight/ 

 

Are there any questions I can answer for you? I'd love to talk more if you are 

interested!  

 

Thank you, 

Elena 

 

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fkidstuffpr.com%2Fportfolio%2Ffluffyweight%2F&data=05%7C01%7Clisa%40kidstuffpr.com%7Cb43fd3c640a6454abbce08db23fd0388%7Cebe4c7bef1534a82b8ba51c18ddecfcb%7C0%7C0%7C638143341836713001%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2FvG2FngRdlBgXpsafh6r%2F7QN4fLQ%2FhAKp3Hk6l2SO30%3D&reserved=0

